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The piece begins with about twenty seconds of the Kits Beach ambience, with 
waves lapping the shore, birds in the background, and the deep hum of city 
traffic as an acoustic backdrop.

[00:21]106 (Bird) It's a calm morning, I'm on Kits Beach in Vancouver.
[Ducks quacking]
It's slightly overcast — and very mild for January.
[CD version says January]107
It's absolutely windstill. The ocean is flat, just a bit rippled in places. Ducks 
are quietly floating on the water.
[A slightly louder wave]
(Waves) I'm standing among some large rocks full of barnacles and seaweed.
[Louder waves again]
The water moves calmly through crevices.
[Seaplane overhead]
The barnacles put out their fingers to feed on the water. The tiny clicking 
sounds that you hear, are the meeting of the water and the barnacles. It 
trickles and clicks and sucks and...
(Trainhorn, crow) The city is roaring around these tiny sounds. But it's not 
masking them.
[Louder waves and crow]
(Wave) [1:42] I could shock you or fool you by saying that the soundscape is 
this loud. (INCREASE LEVELS)
But it is more like this. (LOWER LEVELS AGAIN)



The view is beautiful — in fact, it is spectacular. So the sound level seems 
more like this. (LOWER LEVELS FURTHER) It doesn't seem that loud.
But I'm trying to listen to those tiny sounds in more detail now. Suddenly the 
background sound of the city seems louder again. (INCREASE LEVELS) It 
interferes with my listening. It occupies all acoustic space and I can't hear the 
barnacles in all their tininess. It seems too much effort to filter the city out.

[There is a major shift here, starting at 3:00, as the field recording is slowly 
faded out and the studio-manipulated sounds fade in].

Luckily we have bandpass filters and equalizers. We can just go into the 
studio and get rid of the city, pretend it's not there. Pretend we are 
somewhere far away.

[This commentary is accompanied by the taped sounds gradually increasing 
in volume. The barnacle sounds have been filtered to emphasize their 
sparkling, crackling qualities. The sounds continue, solo, until about 3:30].

These are the tiny, the intimate voices of nature, of bodies, of dreams, of the 
imagination. (ssss)

[3:57] You are still hearing the barnacle sounds, and already they're 
changing.
[The barnacle sounds are becoming more delineated and seem more clearly 
pitched]
[4:07] Alfred Tomatis says that high frequencies charge our brain and give us 
energy.
[The sounds have changed again, having a more regular pulse, and sounding 
more like insect sounds]
[4:16] I often hear these tiny sounds in my dreams. Those are the healing 
dreams.[The insect-like sounds cross-fade with sounds of gurgling in the flat 
part of a creek]
(Creek)
[4: 37] In one dream women living in an ancient mountain village were 
weaving the most beautiful silken fabric. It sounded like a million tiny voices 
whispering, swishing, clicking, sizzling.
[Insect and creek sounds together. Two distinct timbres in dialogue] (Birds, 
Wende's sound [synthesized whirr])108



[5:21] In another dream, when I entered a stone cottage, I entered a 
soundscape made by four generations of a peasant family sitting around a 
large wooden table eating and talking: smacking and clicking and sucking and 
spitting and telling and biting and singing and laughing and weeping and 
kissing and gurgling
and whispering [5:45].
[new timbre added, a sharper, more percussive scraping sound, panned to 
move quickly. Tape only to 6:35] (Clicking, Piano strings)
[tinkling sound 6:33]
In another dream I heard bullets tinkling, bouncing like tiny marbles.
[6:42. New timbre: rhythmic clicking]
A man was pursuing me with a gun. I was frightened. But the bullets tinkled. 
Metallic, tiny seductive semen tinkling all around me.
[Rhythmic clicking becomes louder, dominating attention]
Like in 34e, made from the sounds of the discharge of smoldering charcoal. 
Tinkling all over the Brussels Pavilion, "like needles darting from 
everywhere," as Xenakis says. You can hear excerpts
of that piece right now. 
[7:17] [7:41] (Shortly after Xenakis starts, piano arpeggios)
[Arpeggios are in the same high frequency range as the other sounds]109
In another dream, sitting in the car with a woman friend, I heard sounds of 
glass blinking and tinkling, sparkling. On the car radio they announced that it 
was Mozart — the way Tomatis wants us to hear Mozart.
Tinkling and sparkling. [8:00]
[8:04. Introduction of Mozart in the background, filtered to emphasize high 
frequencies, from a Tomatis listening tape.]110
(Between Mozart) [8:17] These were the healing dreams. Energizing.
[8:21. Mozart is a bit louder] (Neon)111
[8:47] As soon as I make space to hear sounds like this, or to dream them
[8:52. The sound of the city blows back in, gusting through the other sounds 
on tape to dominate the acoustic space] then I feel the strength to face the city 
again or even to be playful with it.
[9:00. The city sound gusts more strongly, as Westerkamp's voice becomes 
more assertive in tone and increases in amplitude].
Play with the monster. Then I can face the monster.

At the end, the city sound becomes louder and louder, with its noisy quality 
emphasized, as the other sounds are faded out, 9:42.



In summary, the piece is in nine main sections which are characterized by 
changes in sound timbres as well as changes in text.

1. 0:00 to 1:42, soundwalk on Kits Beach 
2. 1:42 to 3:00 play with levels 
3. 3:00 to 4:16 transitional sequence: barnacle sound to dreams 
4. 4:16 to 5:21 first dream: female generations; creek and insects 
5. 5:21 to 6:35 second dream: stone cottage; birds and Wende's sound 
6. 6:35 to 7:41 third dream; male pursuer; Xenakis 
7. 7:41 to 8:17, fourth dream: Mozart car radio; Mozart 
8. 8:17 to 8:52 transitional sequence: Mozart and neon to city 
9. 8:52 to 9:42 city play


